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EN / ROUND TABLE

The table with a round top contrasting beautifully with the simple loop frame. 

With the perfect blending of sharpness and softness, you feel the warmth of craftsmanship.

 The gentle atmosphere that this round table radiates spreads all over connecting people and space with its warmth.



DESIGN

EN　/　ROUND TABLE

WARRANTY
We will guarantee the product for two years from the date of delivery of the 
product. For the content of quality assurance please see the "Warranty Policy" 
included in the product.

TESTS
ISO21016, 6.1 / Stability 
ISO21016, 6.2 / Strength under vertical static force 
ISO21016, 6.3 / Strength under horizontal static force 
ISO21016, 6.4 / Durability under vertical force 
ISO21016, 6.5 / Durability and sti�ness under horizontal force 
ISO21016, 6.9 / Drop test

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
WOOD
The wood used in this product is obtained from maple trees in North America 
that are managed and felled in a planned manner. If required, we can manufac-
ture furniture with the FSC® or PEFC™ certification. In that case, however, a 
longer lead-time will be required to procure the wood.

TABLETOP
The tabletop is 32 mm thick and made from solid wood. We use knotted wood 
for the tabletop, which means each product has a slightly di�erent color, wood 
texture, and knot pattern.

METAL
The bottom side of the table top is equipped with fittings that prevent warping. 
Steel powder-coated to a matt black colour.

ADJUSTER
The bottom of the leg frame is equipped with polyethylene adjusters.

VOC
The coating and glue used here reduce VOC emissions in manufacturing pro-
cesses and finished products. These materials have been tested for formalde-
hyde emissions in accordance with the ISO12460 standard and confirmed not to 
exceed the 0.4 mg/l emission level.

PURPOSE OF USE
Indoor

Maruni Wood Industry has established various test standards and designs for 
comfortable use. However, the use of products beyond the expected scope can 
lead to cracking and snapping of wood parts. There are several things you should 
keep in mind in order to properly preserve the product and continue using it for 
a long time. Therefore, be sure to read the instruction manual beforehand.

CECILIE MANZ ,  2022 - 

" After my very first meeting with Maruni, I thought a round table should be our 
joint project.A chair is often considered the pinnacle in the hierarchy of furniture, 
but a table is such a vital piece of furniture: many situations in our everyday 
life unfold around a table: dining, playing, working, spending time with family 
and friends.A round table gives rise to a certain atmosphere and a sense of 
‘being together’ –simply by virtue of its circular shape. This, in a way, was my 
inspiration for working with a rounded atmosphere, using the embracing klismos 
chair backrest and loop leg frzames with chamfered details in a balanced soft–
sharp appearance. "
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＊ Tabletop is in clear urethane finish (C-0). The leg color is selectable from 5 
colors.

C-0
clear

EC-0
matte
black

EN-0
matte 
clay white

EO-0
matte 
dusty green

EP-0
matte 
rusty red

MATERIAL & FINISH

maple
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1,250［49.3 in］

620［24.5 in］

725
［28.6 in］

1,400［55.2 in］

620［24.5 in］

725
［28.6 in］

ROUND TABLE 125

ROUND TABLE 140


